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Introduction to the site and description of site operations  

1. A full assessment of the risk from dust from activities at the quarry to all sensitive receptors was 

carried out and it concludes that ‘the effective implementation of the dust mitigation measures 

will ensure that dust generated at the site will have an insignificant effect on nearby sensitive 

receptors’. The final pages of this document include drawing ST14186-016 – Dust Sensitive 

receptor Locations and ST14186-007, a site plan showing total extraction and phasing.  

2. The full Environmental Impact Assessment of emissions including dust carried out for the wider 

quarry operation took into account the principle of the source, pathway, receptor, which when 

the conclusions of that assessment were considered led to the appropriate degree of mitigation 

and monitoring that was required. The model also informed the decisions made on the site 

operations.  

3. Mineral extraction is split into five phases, commencing in the south eastern block (Phase 1) of 

the extension area and progressing in a westerly direction into the south western block (Phase 

2). This is followed sequentially by the north west portion (Phase 3) and the north east block 

(Phase 4). A strip of mineral running east to west through the centre of the extension area (Phase 

5) will be retained as an access route to Phases 2 to 4 and will be extracted after Phases 1 to 4 

have been worked. 

4. Screen bunds are to be constructed around the whole site using the indigenous soils and 

overburden, as shown on plan no: ST14186-007 G. These bunds are to be constructed prior to 

the commencement of mineral extraction and retained until the Western Extension is restored. 

5. Planning Permission requires the Western Extension to be restored back to agriculture at the 

original pre-development ground levels and consents the use of imported inert restoration 

materials with the annual throughput not exceeding 140,000 tonnes. 

6. Phase 1a, the above groundwater mineral is being extracted. The bunding is shown as existing, 

which visually and acoustically screens the workings. 

7. In Phase 1b with the exception of the ‘dewatering standoff’, it is proposed to extract the sub-

groundwater mineral. Prior to sub-groundwater mineral extraction, a sump and water lagoon 

will be constructed. The sump will capture the groundwater from the mineral extraction and will 

be netted to exclude birds. The captured groundwater will then be pumped, using a submerged 

water pump, to the water lagoon. The groundwater will then settle in the water lagoon, to 
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remove any suspended solids, before being discharged off site into an adjacent ditch. The water 

lagoon will also be netted and the discharge off site will be subject to an Environmental Permit, 

issued by the Environment Agency, to control suspended solids and flow rates.  

8. The soils and overburden will be stripped from Phase 3 and used to construct the perimeter 

screen bunds. Following this, extraction to the base of the mineral will take place. The sump and 

water lagoon will be utilised during extraction of sub-groundwater mineral. 

9. During mineral extraction in Phase 3, with the exception of the water lagoon, Phase 2 will be 

restored. Once the required pre-development ground levels have been achieved in Phase 2, the 

perimeter bund will be deconstructed and the arising soil and overburden used to complete the 

restoration of this phase. At this stage, the water lagoon will be fenced for the remainder of the 

development. 

10. The soils and overburden will be stripped from Phase 4 and used to construct the perimeter 

screen bunds. Following this, extraction to the base of the mineral will take place. The sump and 

water lagoon will be utilised during extraction of sub-groundwater mineral. 

11. During mineral extraction in Phase 4, Phase 3 will be restored. Once the required pre-

development ground levels have been achieved in Phase 3, the perimeter bund will be 

deconstructed and the arising soil and overburden used to complete the restoration of this 

phase. 

12. The soils and overburden will be stripped from Phase 5 and used to construct the perimeter 

screen bunds. Following this, extraction to the base of the mineral will take place. The sump and 

water lagoon will be utilised during extraction of sub-groundwater mineral. 

13. During mineral extraction in Phase 5a, Phase 4 will be restored. Once the required pre-

development ground levels have been achieved in Phase 4, the perimeter bund will be 

deconstructed and the arising soil and overburden used to complete the restoration of this 

phase. 

14. Once the required pre-development ground levels have been achieved in Phase 5, the perimeter 

bund will be deconstructed and the arising soil and overburden used to complete the restoration 

of this phase and the sump and water lagoon in Phase 2. 
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Local Sensitive Receptors 

15. Six sensitive receptors which show a good geographical spread around the site boundary. The 

dust sensitive receptors are detailed in below and are shown in Drawing ST14186-016-B. 

 
 

Local contributors of dust  

16. The site is located in a semi-rural setting, with open land and residential properties surrounding 

the site to the north, east, west and south. Existing dust sources in the vicinity of the site include: 

· Road traffic – exhaust particulates and emissions from the road surface, particularly 
from Parley Lane and Christchurch Road; 
· Domestic fuel burning; 
· Aviation fuel burning; and 
· Agricultural activities 

17. Dust transported from more distant sources, which may be apportioned to industrial or 

agricultural sources, will also contribute to the total dust levels experienced by the site and the 

surrounding receptors. 

Emission Sources on site relative to the Recovery Operation  

18. Fugitive dust could be blown off site to affect surrounding receptors. The main potential sources 

of dust, associated with onsite activities are: 

Handling of inert materials whilst restoration operations take place; 
Haulage of material, both on the site, and to and from the site. 
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Site abatement systems, including the nomination of responsibility 

19. Any activities causing excessive emissions from the site will be immediately suspended until the 

appropriate dust suppression systems have been implemented. Such measures will include: 

• Site layout planned so the machinery and dust causing activities are located away from 

receptors as far as possible; 

• Soil bunds to be seeded as soon as possible to prevent windblown dust; 

• Erect screens or barriers around dusty activities; 

• Compaction, grading and maintenance of haul roads; 

• Controlling vehicle speeds on site; 

• Wheel cleaning facilities within the site; 

• Water spraying (i.e. through use of a water bowser) for dust suppression and “damping 

down”; and 

• All haulages vehicles leaving or arriving at the site loaded shall be sheeted. 

20. Dust suppression will be carried out manually, using a hosepipe and bowser to damp down the 

waste materials which are the source of airborne emissions. In the event of dust 

emissions/generation becoming a significant issue or dust visibly passing beyond the site 

boundaries, working shall be ceased until appropriate working conditions can be established.  

21. The technically competent manager, or in his absence the site supervisor will be responsible for 

decision making on the implementation of any necessary dust suppression measures, based on 

their judgement of the conditions prevailing at the time.  

Monitoring  

22. Monitoring will consist of: 

Visual inspections of all loads and on-going inspection of the site area by staff during normal 

operations. The results of visual dust monitoring, including any incidents of off-site dust 

emissions, will be recorded in the Site Diary and events will be reported to the Environment 

Agency, if requested. 

23. It is the duty of all site staff to remain constantly vigilant to dust releases and raise awareness 

of this issue should it arise. 
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Complaints 

24. The standard H H & D E Drew form for recording and actioning complaints is appended.  

.
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                                   HH & DE Drew Ltd 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLAINTS 
 

Site Operating Company Responsible Manager 

 

 

 

  

Date of Complaint Time of Complaint Name of Complainant 

 

 

 

  

Contact Details for Authority (if involved) 

 

 

 

Short Summary Description of Complaint 

 

 

 

Details of Complaint Type of Complaint (please tick) 

 Excessive Noise  

Excessive Dust  

Water Pollution  

Air Pollution- smoke  

Light Pollution  

Mud on road  

Fuel or Oil Spill  

Silo dust blow out  

Powder spillage  

Failure of bund  

Other  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Improvement Plan 

Action to be Taken Individual Completion 

Date 

Signed Off 

1. 

 

   

2. 

 

   

3. 

 

   

4. 

 

   

5. 

 

   

Person Completing This Form Contact Details 

  

 

EMS Form 01 


